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Gym Proposal Defeated
On Tuesday,March 27 ati 10:00
a.m. a special meeting was called
for discussion of a proposed Senate
codification declaring the present
gym requirement' "null and void"
and and possibly setting motion a
student boycott of gym classes this
quarter.
The gallery was filled to
standing room only as Kevin
Preston opened the meeting. He
outlined the reasons for the Senate
action as:
1.
The requirement is
discriminatory (i.e. there are
arbitrary exceptions made to the
rule such as exempting women
with children, veterans, c'ertain
age groups, transfer students,
etc')
2. Since up until this year,
there have been no records found
of any student actually being
denied a degree because of nonfulfillment of the physical
f..:duca tion r.equirement,~hat .is .t.l,1~.,
point of continuing to threaten ()r
attempt to use gym as a required
course.
3.
Kevin stated that each
requirement should satisfy the two
criteria of:l. being established as
valuable; and 2. being established
as necessary. IThe overriding
opinion was that gym is valuable,
however, it is not a necessity.
Thus, it should not be a
requirement.
4.
Since removal oC the
requirement will permit smaller,
more specialized and more interesting gym classes, this move
should prove beneficial to the
quality of the overall program.

There is a question as to
what procedure should be followed
to enact the desired result. The
points cited against following the
college governance procedures
were:
1. Ted Gullickson, member of
the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee, stated that only two
out of the eleven recommendations
made by the Committee were
accepted this year and those two
corresponded dir'ectly with
departmental recommendations.
5.

November 14 and the committee,
though formed, has still not met.
The original requiest for the
review came after "the Foreign
Language requirement abortion"
in which most students became
most disillusioned with the effectivesness of established
procedures.
Thus, although the Senate does
not have the power LO abOlish the
requirement, it was hoped that a
general student boycott would
help sneed UP the process of

dropped
the
swimming
requirement, introduced co-ed
gym courses and instituted an
elective program.
Dr. Comeau went on to -say that
her department was; 'very interested in what the students want
and need." She also brought up the
fact that last year she urged SGA
Lo send representa-tives to act on a
departmental committee to study
the existing program and had
received no response from the
students after "three months of
prodding." The committee has
recently made a recommendation
that the health requirement by
dropped and a series of more
relevant elective courses by
substituted. They are ClIso conducting a survey of 1,000 students
which began around March 7 of
this year, as well as submitting Cl
recommendation that gym courses
be given credit.
Dr.
COIng,au· expr_essed
aggravation at the absence.oiany
attempt to contact her department
on the part of the Senate before
making this move. She said, "this
boycott is a slap in the face to
faculty who have been working so
long and hard over the yars to keep
up with student needs and in~
terests. It takes time to implement
changes."

Carol Thomas, member of the
Senate, asked Dr. Domeau if the
Senate action would have adverse
effects on the work the Physical
Education Department was doing.
The Chairwoman cited Westfield
State as an ex~ple of possible
repurcussions. (Westfield lost a
substantial amount of money that
had been allocated for additional
facilities as a result of the abolition
of the gym requirement.)
Bill Morse, Student Senate VicePresident, suggested that the
Physical Education Department
was in effect a "self-serving
bureaucracy" and that by striving
to protect their finances and
faculty they were in essence not
striving for the better interests _of
the college as a ,w!Jole.
He
suggested that perhaps s·ome of the
money and faculty now being used
used in serving the gym
requirement might be put to ~etter
use in. auother department ., .. that
. has a' more urgent need, "such as
Sociology or Psychology." .
On this note a roll call vote was
taken, yielding a 14-yes; 5-no;1abstention and, 4- Clbsentee as a
result.
Since the codification
needed 2/3 or 17 members of the
Senate, the motion was defeated.

Other comments on the U.C.C. the"inevitable abolition" of the
pronounced it "too slow" and gym requirement.
The other method of dealing
"relatively ineffectual on the
with this motion would be to appeal
overall picture."
Earl Kelton,
2. Kevin Preston, along with to the trustees.
Student
Trustee,
was at the
Greg Hall, member of the Senate,
to
answer
questions.
He
meeting
pointed out that the Senate has
been trying to have the gov~rning staled "the Board of Trustees will
procedures reviewed by the back up any move that goes
General Faculty Council since through the proper channels." He
feels lhat since they repealed the
sta le ruling requirihg physicaJ
A special meeting was held by following quarter (no less than 8
education courses at all state
Women's Residence Hall Council weeks.)
colleges, that the Trustees would
on TuesdaY;f'March 27 at 7:00 p.m. 6. Any male guest who is not
be favorable "from feedback" he
.- to discuss taking action on three signed in will be banned also from
has received. Keltonpronounced new proposals.
the dormitories. A'list of those
the"gym requirement without
The first of tese, introduced by banned will be in each dormitory
be unsub!?tantiated by rationale credit is absurd and even with
Sue Gaw, President of Pope Hall (md also in the Campus Police
and not in the interest of the credit should be left up to the
Dormitory , proposed that:"All office.
students of Bridgewater State discretion of the student." Only
women
residents have twentyAfter each of these motions had
College. Therefore, the Student two other state colleges still
three
hour
open
house."
been
voledon and accepted by the
Senate from this day forward require
gym
outside
of
considers the Physical Activities Bridgewa ter. They are Lowell Discussion on this statement required 2/3 majority, the entire
requirement to be null and void Sta te and North Adams, who. gives brought about the formulation of proposal was unanimously acsix guidelines to insure that all cepted by the 19 members present.
and commits its resources and' credit.
affected areas (such as security,
The second matter of business,
.
The
Sena
te
did
express
some
energies to word the end that no
practicality,
legality,
etc,)
would
also
introduced by Sue Gaw, read
resistance
to
the
Trustees
appeal
student shall be dinied a Bachelors
tha t:" All women residents have a
Degree from Bridgewater State on the basis that they would prefer be duly covered.
The guidelines are as 'follows: no curfew." (As of the present, no
College solely because of non- to "work within qur own system!'
1.
All
guests must be signedin and curfew is a mqtter of parental
.
F'ran Crehan, Senate member,
fulfillment of any Physical Acescorted
at all times.
permission.) This motion was
expressed the desire to investigate
tivities requirement.
2) Would you support a Senate
just how the general student body 2. Each resident is allowed to seconded and unanimously acentertain not more than two guests eepted with the understanding that
sponsored boycott of gym classes feels about the gym requirement.
letters would by sent home to the
and an appeal to the tTrustees if Tn response to her query, Cecilia a 1 a time.
the Senate determines these steps n~~_~rco , Chairwoman of the :t An emergency number shall be parents explaining the~ changes.
to he the most practical means of Board of Governors. and Dr.
placed beside each phone to be-The third motion, motivated by
impementing the statement of Comeau, Chairwoman of the used if the need arises.
the expense and difficulties in~
policy in #1?
Department of Physical Education 4. 1~ach resident is responsible at curred by the present card~key
:0 Are you currently enrolled in a both cited a 1971 survey don by the
all times for the ac·ti'oris of her system, was that: ~'Every resident
will be given a key to open the front
physical activities course?
Phys. Ed. Department involving guests.
4) What is your major?
5.
Any
unescorted
male
guest
will
door
of the dorm." .In answer to
1,304 students in which 91% of
The Referendum will take place those polled were in favor of be banned by the Women's the serious responsibility this
on Monday, April 2nd in the mandatory gym. As a result of Hesidence Hall Council from all
Student Union.
ll1is survey, the department dormitories until the end of the
'2! ..

Twenty-three 'Hour
Open House

Accepted

Student Referendum
AS a result of the negative vote
received at the specia_l Senate
meeting Tuesday morning to
consider the Proposed Codification
to the S.G.A. Constitution, Le., to
declare the general education
requirement of three semesters of
Pphysical activities to be null and
void, the issue was raised again
during Executive Session of the
Senate,
Tuesday
evening.
Sophomore Delegate Greg Hall
moved to put the issue to a
referendum. The motion was
Cldopted.
Included in the Referendum will
be the folowing four questions, the
first of which is binding upon the
Senate.
! ) Do you support the S.G.A.
Senate adopting the following
motion:
The Student Senate of
Bridgewater State College deems
the present Ceneral Education
requirement of three semesters of
Phusical Activities for the attainment of a Bachelor Degree to

-Cont.-pg.
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by L.M.L.L.
Following the actions of the Student Senate from Monday through
Wednesday of this week, it became quite obvious that the gym
requirement abolition on the grounds that "there was no justifIcation for
the general Physical Education requirement" was just one of several
issues that were being discussed.
It was as if physical education had become a convenient vehicle for the
expression of all the pent-up frustrations, resentments and hostilities that
have been building up throughout this year, and for some people, several
years.
There was a panic reaction among several Senators who had banked
on the gym requirement being abolished before their graduation who are
realizing now tat they are goint to be short. Being prevented from
receiving your diploma is bad enough, but for a gym course? '
There was a hostile frustra tion in those members of the Senate who are
going outside of procedures to protest the humiliations and disillusionments that came about when they worked long and hard through the
existing system on the Foreign Language requirement only to see UfaH
miserably.
Finally, there was the protest against the stall on the governance
revision committee that has made little attempt to renew and improve
the procedures that many facultiy and students feel unable to work with.
The gym requirement is almost coincidental.
The boycott over ~his requirement should not be necessary. The
students are in favor of abolition and the faculty is in agreement. With no
opposition, this change should be accomplished easily and quickly.
[~xcept it won't be.
As any student or fac'Ultym~inber who has worked within the college
governance structure knows, even' if you prepare and research a
proposal for a year and bring it through the endless route of committees
the final stage, it may be another
favorable and it is even accepted
year before the change is implemented.
A good example of this would be the recommendatin by the Physical
Education Department to drop the Health requirement in favor of
several elective courses. This was urged by.the department because the
present Health classes are overcrowded (250 students per class), understaffed, and the material is antiquated and barely relevant to the
students. The conditions this year were very serious, but by next year
with another, larger group of incoming freshmen, the department anticipates an inadequacy that will be urgent.
This recommendation was passed favorable through the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Council, the Student
Senate and Dr. Rondileau, however, ther change will not go into effect for
another year.
Dr. Dinardo, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, stated at a recent
College Community Relations Committee meeting that a complete
program renovation such as this takes a lot of carefulttwught and time,
as well as the fact that there are more than one similar change that the
administration must review. However, for such an urgent situation, why
must this department be required to wait almost 18 months for the
program they have worked on and researched so thoroughly to take effect? In addition, why must those incoming freshmen be subjected to a
program that is not even supported by the professors teaching it?
Certainly this is not the result of an effective, efficient system.
I a system or series of systems is proved inefficient, awkward, too
time-consuming or ineffectual it should be reworked and replaced.
Perhaps Bridgewater State CQllege has outgrown it's governance
proceedings. In any case, the faculty and students are ready for a
change, not next semester, or next year or within two years, but now.

at

'wrn Flakes
Seven Nights a Week
by: Gayle LaBelle
What did you have for dinner
st Sunday .. .tenderloin steak?·'
0, neither did I. Hamberg would
robably be a more realistic guess.
If your did have hamburg for
Sunday dinner, don't despair. You
aren't eqtirely among the ranks of
the dep~ved yet. Many people in
the United States dined on dog
food, and I'm willing to bet it
wasn't Alpo. That really bothers
me. Does it bother you? Oh, sure,
1 know--wha t can you dol It's
difficult for a handful of nobodies
to [\ Hack the profiteers who dicta te
t meat prices, Well, folks, light
i beginning to penetrate the
ment wall. There will be a mea t
boycott during the week of April!.
Now, don't cheat.
The whole
pupostc is lost if you rush out this
week and buy twice as much meat.
If a large enough percent of the
population refrains from buying
any meat products, the results
~hould be phenominaL All right,
many of us are still eating pretty
well-balanced meals.
Maybe
you're not too worried yet about
rising meat prices. But this is the
time to rebel! We must force meat
prices to drop before we're eating
corn flakes seven nights a week!

f

1

Two Countdowns:
"Reorg" and

W.R.H.C.

Our own campus is willing to
, honor the meat boycott with the
consent of the students. In a recent
interview with Mr. Miller, food
director of B.S.C., I asked if Interstate United would be willing to
serve a meatless menu on campus
for one week. He explained that
the decision rested with the
Residence and Commuter Food
Service Committee.
Interstate
United's first obligation is to the
students, points out Mr. Miller.
"We have to serve them what they
ask for. "But, if we can prove to the
food service that we are in complete support of the boycott, Mr.
Miller feels confident that Interstate United will honor the
boycott by serving no meat for an
entire week. Don't panicl There
are many alternatives.
When
asked if serving fisd woud be
economically difficult, Mr. Miller
believed it probable that the food
service might save some money.
The meat for next week has not yet
been purchased, but the order
must be submitted no later than
Friday morning. So there is still
time to convince Mr. Miller that
we are in favor of the meat
boycott. Petitions supporting the

the Master Plan

move will place'upon each dorm.
the W<?men's Residence
Hall Council will impose a $20.00
fine along with suspension of key
privileges upon any girl losing or
not turning in her key at the end of
the year. Each case of this type
will be reviewed by the Women's
. Hesidence Hall Council and the
payment of this fine will by.
necessary in or der to receive a
diplprna.
Although there was dissension
concerning the amount or'the fee,
this motion also passed b 2/3
majority.'
y
..
memb~r,

Two countdowns are now in
progress for the Massachusetts
state college system - "reorg"
and the academic master plan.
Secretary of Educational and
Cultural Affairs Joseph M.
Cronin's reorganization legislation
will have its long-awaited hearing
before the Joint Committee on
Education at the State House on
April 2 and 3.
At the same time, the eleven
sta teo college campuses -- i~clud.lI~g students, facult~ and
r
• •
admInlstrators - are workmg 'on
rhe Council deCIded to present their formal responses to the first
these proposals to Dean Shea on working draft of the system's
Wednesda~, March 2~ at 9:00 a:m. academic master plan which are
Sue WoleJko,. PreSIdent of the due by March 26.
Women's Residence Hall Council, State College Provost Lawrence E.
along with representatives from Dennis has emphasized on behalf
the Council , re1prted that Dr .. of the Board of Trustee;, that they
Shea expressed a very favorable seek the fullest possible paropinion on the changes and a final ticipation in developing the master
decision from Dr. Rondileau plan. Everyone is wilcome to
should be forthcoming on next submit ideas from inside or outside
week's regularly scheduled the system.
meeting Thursday, April 5.
Secre'tary Cronin has been "on
Bob Wisecarver, President" of the road" sincelate January, when
Durgin Hall, also present at he unveiled his far-reaching
Tuesday's .meeting, asked for proposal, explaining its details and
volunteers to work on a committee scope as will as responding to
to formulate a number of plans for questions. His appearances inthe proposed conversion of Great eluded all. 29 state college and
Hill dormitory into a co-ed dor- university campused.
mitory next year. This proposal,
Thus far two major education
favorably endorsed by both Dean boards - the UMass and comShea and Dean Deep, was munity college trustees - have
suggested as a means of cutting voted official positions strongly
down on dorm da'mages and critical
of
the
Cronin
providing greater security for the reorganization,' while the State
girls.
Followup on Bob's Board of Education Issued a
suggestion will take place at the statement raising broad questions
Thursday meeting of W.R.H.C.
about it without endorsing ·or
criticizing the plan.
The State College Board of

boy~ott are circulating all over
campus. Just sign one and become
a participant in a crucial situration
which affects us alL Mr. Miller
has no doubt that the boycott will
be significantly effective with
energetic support. The quantities
of meat purchased at one time for
our campus alone are massive.
I, also, had an opportunity to
speak with food service manager
of the S. U. cafeteria, Ray LandreviIle. He is very enthusiastic
about the boycott as are all his
cafeteria e~ployees, and feels that
an alternative menu would pose no
problem. He shares the same
opinion with Mr. Miller that Interstate LInited will be more than
willin.gto.cooperate with. the
consent of the stUdents.
Mr.
Lahdreville remarked that meat
prices are so high the S. U.
cafeteria is barely breaking. out
even.
.
Bridgewater State student
Denise Layton, did a Iittl~
research on her own.
While
spending a weekend in Vermont
she had an opportunity to talk with
several farmers.
Denise
discovered that the farmers are
stopping their slaughter processes.
This decision very definitely
honors the meat boycott. The
farmers also mentioned that grain
prices have skyrocketed, and they
expect milk and dairy product
prices to rise considerably unless
prices are forced down. Denise
remars that the farmers don't'fear
economic losses, but they do anticipate political problems. But
the psychological affect of the
boycott could be massive.
People all over the country are
really into the meat boycott. I
hope my article and those of my
staff members have convinced you
to help ~s all support the boycott
and send meat prices plummetting
downward.

Trustees does not expect to reveal
its
formal
position
on
reorganization until the scheduled
hearings in early April.
Meantime
several ~ constituencies and other groups are ..
working on their responses to the
state college system's draft
master
planand
suggested
proposals to alter or expand it. .
Besides the direct caIn:pus iIi':
put, a 40 member committee of
Massachusetts' lay people and
educators from outside the state
college system itself have· met
numerous times since late·
December to prepare a position
paper including specific recommendations.
Also aiming for the March 26"
deadline with their proposals are
the Student Advisory Commission
and the Faculty Advisory Commission; An alumni meeting on the
plan was held March 10. .
After March 26 all responses
and proposals will be compiled for
presentation to the Long-Range
Planning Committee of the Board
of Trustees for its intensive review
during four days in mid-April.
A second draft of the plans will
then be written to serve as a base
for several workshops in late April
and early May, which will be
chaired by Long-Range Planning
Committee members and involve
delegates from all the con-.
stituencies taking part.
During June a final draft of the"·
master plan will be shaped for a .
scheduled last review by the LongRange Planning Committee in late
Ju:r{e. Presentation to the full
Board of Trustees is due in early
August.
.
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STUDENT
REFERENDUM

ON
GYM
REQUIREMENT
MONDAY APRIL 2

9..4
in SU LOBBY

This week I especially ap-~
preciated reading William St.
Andre's 'No Reasons For Banning
Co-Ed Dorms.'
There would develop all sorts of
favorable consequences if the CoEd dorm idea were acted upon,
even if only as a limited experiment initially.
Mostly, I
believe both the women and men at
B.S.C. would benefit from suchan
arrangement equally.
There
would develop a new sense of trust
and sisterhood and brotherhood at
out 'college community.'
Our
concepts' of freedom
and
respondibility would be breatly
and invaluably enhanced.
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PINK FLOYD'S "DARKSIDE OF THE MOON"
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Sensational $avings on all Pink Floyd LP's .
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Don't miss these other.)
Pink Floyd milestones::
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RECORD DEPARTMENT

For The AskingFirst 500 Students Will Receive
A Free Back Copy Of
"The Rolling Stone" Magazine

l
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International Education
Sponsors
Local Summer Program
["our international Summer
programs for state college
sqqdents have been announced by
Dr. Leonard .1. Savignano,
I'~xecutive Director of the Center
for International Education.
Three of these courses will be held
in Spain, Italy, and England and
will focus on subject matler which
is unique to each host country. The
Spanish program will emphasize
contemporary Spanish literature,
the Italian program will emphasize Italian Art masterpieces,
and the English program will
emphasize Xritish Theater. In
addition to the coursework
however, there will be excursions
to relevant points of interest,
social events, and plenty of time
fOr independent gravel. The cOst
of each of these programs w'ill be
about $900 including room, board,
tuition and transportation. Three
to six graduate or undergradu~te
credits will be awarded for each
course.
The fourth course will be' of1 ~ed at
the Massachusetts

Maritime Academy on Cape Cod
and it will focus on Compavative
I':duca tion. This workshop will
delve into educatvon on a worldwide scale, looking into the various
approaches as such countries as
as the U.S.S.R., Great Britain,
li'rance and Japan.
A special
emphasis will be placed upon
various emerging nations and
their search .for an educa tional
system that will meet their immediate and long range needs.
The cost of this course is $76 for 3
graduate credits. Room and board
are available and the dates of the
course are August 20th-31st.
Tn addition to these Summer
programs, the Center for Tn. ternatiomll Education is arranging
programs for January 1974 and for
ttie Spring and Fall Semesters. For
further information write to:
Allan Gehring, Center for International Education, Mass.
Maritime Kcademy, Buzzards
Bay, Mass. 02532 Tel: (617) 7597576 or 5761

Earthday

Ekos
I think tha t r shall never see
'a billboard lovely as a tree.
In fact, unless the billboards fall,
I may never seea tree at all.
Ogden Nash

••••••••••••••••••••• ......................

Student
Teach

••

~

•••

MOVIES

in Europe
A. 4udent teaching program in
fortigb countries for Mass. State
College students has been announced by Dr. Leonard J.
Savignano Executive Director of
the Center for International
Education. The student teaching
period will be a quarter or a
semester and the locations will be
Spain, Italy, Germany, Greece,
Holland and Mexico. The Mass.
Sta teCpHeges. will work jointly
with the overs~as school in the
implementation of this program
and all state college students are
i~vited. to participate. in' it.
The '.st tide il.t -' teaching'. '.• experienc~ comes at a time inthe
development of future teachers
when they are particularly
receptive to new ideas' in teaching
and when they are increasingly
aware of the need to- enrich their
own cultural background. Students
teaching abroad is designed to give
the young educators an opportunity to see and try new
educa tional procedures and to
increase their own international
understanding. It is expected that
the work of these young teachers
will eventually reflect this multicultural educational experience.
The student teaching abroad
participants come from a variety
of backgrounds but ingeneral they
(1) will be in the last year of
teacher education, (2) will have
completed most of the coursework
for certification as a teacher iri~luding courses in methods,
psychology, and educational
theory, (3) wi! have specialized in
some subject area which he hopes
to teach: Further information may
be obtained from: your student
teaching supervisor or Dr. Donald
Keay, your campus International
Educa tion Advisor.

April3,Tuesday at 10:00 8-304.
Earthday 73 ... come awaken,
discover and question "Man and
his Environment--a question of
recycling"
We are not consumers, but
Yesterday'snlUlsleda ....... .
life. When theyventufed OUt,lt ".
rather,.we are suers and wasters.
was two--by-two,Tneir .roleswere
Think of the disposal problem and
traditional and within chi.m:h in- . the effects of the environment of
~t1tlltions. .. . .............................. '.••.
any item you purchasw.
Buy
Th in~shaye c~ange4.TbeWorld.
thoughtfully, and throwaway
. TheChurch,Th~mlesw()men
reluctantly.
. play. . . '.............................................................. .
"Recycling in Nature", Dr.
The Earth Sciences and
Yet f(}f one ··orderjt~esechanges
Macewicz "Man's changing ideas
Geography Club, the Biology Club,
are hatdly~ppa[et1t.. Ever since
. about recycling", Dr. Jahoda
and the Environmental Action
the. Dominican Sisters of th~Sh*.
"Longterm planning in solid waste
Organization would like to invite
Poor were founded.in 1876, they
management",
Mr. Dillman "Old
have been engaged in pastoral
all to attend EKOS. EKOS is a
wine in New bottles".
ministl'Y. They haveal~a)'sb~en
Greek word for house--we only
flexible, Alwaysself~lJ1otjv~ted.
rt is hoped you will respond and
have one spaceship earth, let's
Alwayshadfr¢ed6rri.\Vlly?By help to assert the 'earthright' to
keep
it
livable.
The
groups
are
the very naHlre of th~ir work.."
sponsoring a panel-discussion life on a ... for iff any event stands
The DominiCanSisters.ofthe S~ck
session in S-304, 10:00 am on April out for hopefulness it is the
Poor give.iree nllfsing care t(l. the
:3. This is also to be a kick off for a beginning of this decade.
ueedyin their ownlwroes.They
Remember Earthday EKOS
recycling campaign on campus.
t rayel alone .bybus 0rby. s\lbW~y.
April
3.
Panelists
include:
Dr.
Mish
Or by .~ar, OronJoo~.Aod. their

Billy Jack
"Billy Jack," which will be
shown in the Student Union
Auditorium on Sunday April 1, at
7-:30 pm is a motion picture of
.great honesty andintegrity. At
preview after preview, in city after
city, theis absorbing, powerful
film has elicited an incredible
response to the complete honesty
of its story and. presentation.
Ton Laughlin and Delores
Taylor star as the heilf-Indian Billy
Jack and the anti-violence
directress of a Freedom School
whose doors are open to all kinds of
students. When Iocat townspeople
turn to violence in an .~ffort to close

April··l st

.the school, the two fight together to
save it.
Among the many impressive
moments in the film are and
outstanding karate sequence, and
authentic Indian rattlesnake
ceremony, a bitter confrontation'
between youngsters from the-_
school and the town council. and
two wonderfully comic improvisations by the San Francisco.:
based "Committee".
Owing muck of its force to stars
Tom Laughlin and Delores Taylor,
this sincere and moving film
should not be missed.
. .

Start the Revolution Without Me
Two of the screen)s great
funnymen, Gene Wilder ("The
Producers")
and
Donald
Sutherland (" M* A*S*H*), provide
twice as much fun by performing
double roles as two sets of twins in
Warner Bros.' rollicking farce
about the French Revolution
"Start the Revolution Without
Me," which will be shown at the
Student Union Auditorium on
Wednesday, April 4 at 7:30 pm.
Hugh Griffith, as an imbecilic
Louis ZVI, Jack lVIacGowran,
Billie Whitelaw, Victor Spinetti
and Orson Welles co-star in the
Technicolor film directed and
produced in France by Bud'
Yorkin. Norman Lear was the
executive producer.
No expense was spared to lend
authenticity to the settings. One

wing of the chateau
located neady 60 miles
Paris, was restored to Louis
splendor at a cost of $100,000 by
film's art director, Francois
LaMothe. Furnishings values
$2,000,000 were shipped to the.
from Paris antique dealers'
provide accuracy.
Among the rarest props
genuine Louis XVI bal:hulb;')
which Sutherland atte:mpts~
squeeze his 6' 4" frame,
Louis XVI sedan used in a .

scenes in which 1.500
of them longhaired stuaelm
the city's Left Bank) .took

day doesn't ~ndatfiye.o'~lpck

Each case

pieseflt~ a~Hff~rent·.

prnb lern:.· wlletherir jsbrin~j~g •

physic/lior

~pirjtualcOlllr()l1.

keep inKa' fain ily t()geth~r.i;!Otl nf. •

B~ an Ambassadoress for one night,

seting .orbridgi~gth~$~pbe~

lween·$~ial • . agen'Yies •.. we·"Hl'\g

the love and dl.wotionof C~rist. .

We are in direClcontaccwithtbe
people wec~refor,>( . . . . . . . . ••• ••.
You see. we dOl).'t .lluvet(} b~lilJ'"
erated.Weare.< ...
. . For 1110reiPformati()tI~nthe
Oo~inknn Sisttrsof tire .Si~k
Poor write tot

Sister. MargueriteMitclu~ll,
Vocation Director .
Room 106 .
Mmiandale,OsSllliug,
New York l056Z

~

meet the men of the NA TO standing
fore e from
Canada, Holland, Germany
and England at a dan~e on Friday,
April 6th, 8 - 11 P.M. at the Navy
YMCA in Newport, R.I.
NO 'char. e
ComcrubeslantBand

An

Honor
Undeserv

to save himself from

part,
For by abstaining or
Those they represent'
without.
The people have no voice
If not represented in the

You elected them to serve.
An honor some just don't
Michael Vieira
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Sunday was the day of the
choral music TTHtraton, three
concert appearances in less than
twelve hours. The groups sang at
Tabernacle Presbyterian Church,
& Univesity Lutheran Chapel of
the Incarnation in the morning,
and in the evening, Magadizers
sang the Episcopal liturgy of
I'-:vensong followed by a concert by
the Chorale atSt. Mary's Hamilton
Village Episcopa Church, served
some years ago by Dave Rinald as
orgaist. The church, r while it
failed to provide an audience to go
with the concert, redeemed itself
by a wine and cheese reception,
following the program. Following
the wine and cheese, the seven
hour ride home began on our two
luxurious GM buses. As the lights
flashed on inside the lead bus at 2
AM Monday morning in front of
Woodward Hall, Prof. Rinald was
heard to mumble' 'no rehearsal on
Monday, I'm gonna sleep for 2
days."

Choral Society
Returns
The Bridgewater State College
Chorale, Men's Glee Club, and the
Magadizers returned last Sunday
night from a triumphal four day
concert lour of New Jersey and
Philadelphia, Penn. Of the six
planned concerts, two were in
Succasunna, New Jersey on
Thursday, March 22 in the ultra
modern and extremely wellequipped Roxbury High School.
The afternoon audience of high
school students applauded warmly
and the selections by Chorale and
Magadizers, while laughter and
good-hearted cheers accompanied
the hi-jinks of the Men's Glee
Club, whose rendition of NO MAN
IS AN ISLAND, tenor solo by Ernie
Naujunas, brought
down the
For the evening perhouse.
formance, a goodly crowd of
townspeople from the Succasunna
area heard the Choral Society's
full-dress formal recital.
A
highlight of the evening was Bob
Caldwell's playing of BALLADE
IN g MINOR by Frederick Chopin.
Our hosts for the night were
parents of Roxbury High School
students, and one cage of guinea
pigs with whom Ralph Haskins
found himself quartered.

The next morning the entourage
continued to Philadelphia via
Moorestown, New Jersey.
Friday's
concert was at the
(;reenhriar'Retirement Home in
Woodbury, New Jersey to an enthusiastic, bul small audience of
geriatrics. An extra, unplanned,
impromptu concert then took place
between lOPM and 1 AM at the
HEEl{ MUG, a friendly spa (?) in
West Philadelphia across
the
street from the Hamilton Court
Hotel, or city headquarters.
As no concerts were scheduled
for Saturday, March 24, members
of the Choral Society took it upon
themselves to take Philly by foot,
taking in such points of interest as
the Liberty Bell, Independence
HaU, the Italian Market, and the
Zoo, where no one was caged,
fortunately. Saturday night the
group a ttended the concert of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, featuring
the Temple University Choir and
Andre Watts as piano soloist, in an
The 15th annual South Shore
all-Rachmaninoff program which
Regional
Science Fair will be held
breathtaking.
Also
was
breathtaking was the view from at Bridgewater State College
the seats the Choral Society oc- March 24 and 25.
Nearly 100 area students,
cupied four stories up! (eye level
winners
at their respective Region
with the top of the chandelier)
Five high school acience fairs, will
enter projects. The competition at
Rridgewa ter will determine which
students will represtnt the region
at the State Science Fair April 13
and 14 at M. L T.
SGhools participating last year
included Braintree, Brookline,
If the Concorde hasn't crashed, realities, the odds against the Hanover, Hull,
Natick, North
it has at least "taken one hell of a success of the Russian supersonic Quincy, Oliver Ames, Randolph,
tough belly-landing!"
transport is almost imponderable. Sacred Heart, Scituate and
At the time of the Congressional Stoughton high schools and South
The spectre of the Concorde, the
British-French supersonic tran- rejection of the idea of American Shore Vocational Technical
sport which raised so many SST involvement in 1970, the School. .
American fears when the 92nd project's director was heard to say '. Additional schools are expected
Congress scrapped the U.S. SST that the Senate "had hung a third to participate this year since the
program, has all but vanished. By light in the' church tower," region has been expanded to incanceling their 'plans to purchase referring to the prospect of U.S. clude more Greater Breater
l:~ Concordes, Pan American World airlines' mass purchasing of the Boston schools.
Airways and Trans World Airlines British-French Concorde- a
The regional fair is sponsored
dealt a severe-perhaps a crippling- prospect then deemed dead cer- by Bridgewater State College and
blow to the entire British-French lain. The project director said, the South Shore Science Teacheres
"The British aren't coming by land to provide students an opportunity
enterprise.
Notwithstanding the obvious or sea, they're probably coming by to demonstrate the depth of their
envirnmental drawbacks of the air." At that time, President Nixon knowledge and the originality of
project and the dangerous im- referred to the Congressional vote their thinking in science.
plications to human health which as a "devastating mistake."
Judging will take place at the
With the current bleak Marshall Commt Science Building
were recently unveiled by a
reputable scientific team, the prospects ahead, Sir George Sa turday, March 24, from 9 am to
tUl'buence that the Concorde hit Edwards, head of the Anglowas based mainly on cold, hard French
pconomics. The actions by Pan Am project acknowledged that this
The Magadizers will offer a few
and TWA capped Lhe brief history was "<1 helluva setback." If serious numbers, including a
of whal may beJhe most expensive Bl'itain AAND France do persist, it madrigal by Orlando Gibbons
whit.e elephant vcr. Cost overruns is dear that their taxpayers will be called "The Silver Swan", "The
are in the vicinity of $2 billion, and called on to support even heavier Turtle Dove" by Vaughn Williams,
SOUl(' authorities estimate that at
subsidies than the $2.5 billion and "The Heavens Declare" by
least :lOO of the planes must he sold already sunk into the project, the! Benedetto Marcello.
The Chorale offerings inc1de
jusl to break even. At last count, most expecsive project in the
finn ol'ders for the 1,400 mile-an- world next to t.he superpowers' some selections from Bizet's
hour passen~er jet totaled nine- all l-ipace program.
CAHMEN, an opera of some
repute, never before heard on the
from the BriUsh and French stateBSC campus. Then, with Dave
owned airlines.
Rinald deputizing for the absent
When the two governments
Arthur Fiddler, the audience will
hear selections from MY FAIR
signed up to build the jet as a
prestige project in 1962, they
LADY, a new arrangement of
('stimated the cost of research and
AQUARIUS by BSC senior Lucille
development at $405 million.
Dumas, BY THE TIME I GET TO
Today, that figure has leaped more In a first for the Choral Society and PHOENIX and other delightful
lhan 500 percent, to $2.5 billion and the campus of BSC, the Women's pops numbers.
not a single passenger plane has Glee Club, the Men's Glee Club,
The Men's Glee Club, fresh
yet come off the production line. the Chorale and the Magadizers from is triumphs at the Boston
Pan Am and TWA discovered that will present a concert of mostly Masonic Lodge, the Yangtze
the Concorde's relatively limited light music suitable to welcoming China, and the Beer Mug in
I'<lIlge and payload 'and. its high the spring we are all anticipating. Philadelphis wiol be heard in
operating costs would require The concert, this coming Tuesday several old-time barbershop
fares so exorbitantly high as to Apri13, will begin at 8: 15 pm in the numbers, two sea chanteys, and a
make purchase unfeasible. Given new Library Lecture Hall, free and rousing rendition of NO MAN IS
these international market open to the public.·
AN ISLAND by John Ireland,
I--......__..______....;__..-=a...--~~-----, featurin~ Ernie Naujunas, tenor.
-Following the concert there will
Ralph Costeno's
be a reception in the third floor
Itallan Canteen
reception area of the library.
Everyone is invited.

Science·. Fair·

Rough Landing
for SST

h

Cora

136 Broad St. Bridgewater

ot .America

I

The
Price
of Silence
starring Edward G Robinson
One of the most· controversial
issues in the world today is th~
plight of Jews in
the Soviet Union. Next week the
Menorah Club will present the
much acclaimed
film, "PRICE OF SILENCE"
which . deals with this pressing
dilemma. The
'.,
documentary, stars Edward G.
Hobinson in t~e' role of . the
prosecutor who presentS
witnesses inc~uding Sen. Jacob
.Ja.vits and former Ambassador to
the .Uni"ted Nations
.
Arthur J.Goldburg, fn a mock trial
which indicts the Soviet u;Uon for
its 'tr~atrrient ' .. '. ..,' . .', .'
of Jews. This motion picture was
dted in 1965 as the best, film of'
Jewish interest
by'the National Council on Jewish
Audio- Visual Ma terials of the
American
Association for Jewish Education.
The film' will be presented'Tuesday, April 3
at IO:OOam in S.U. 205~6-7, and on
Thurdday ,April 5 at 8:00pm in
S.U.206-7.
.
.
.
Refreshments will be served after .
the showing on Thursday night. .

on

Catholic'
. Center
News
During' Lent there' wiii be/daily'
liturgy. at 12:00 noon, Monday
through' Friday, and on Wednesday evening at 7:30.
On Thursday, NMarch 29th,
Rev. Robert Kruse, STD Chairman
of the Religious Studies Dept. at
Stonehill College, will lecture
on"Creation,Sin, and the Human
Condi tion."
On Thursday, April 5th, Rev.
Thomas Clarke, Ph. D. of the
,Theology ~pt. at Stonehill
College, will ~ecture on "History
and Penance."
Theme for the Fourth Week of
Lent.: "It is owing to God's favor
that salvation is ours through
faith. "

THE CONCERT SERIES

OF
SOUTHEASTERN MASS. UNIVERSITY
presents

TOM RUSH

I

Society

Good lueli to the You'th

noon and from 1 to 5 pm.
The fair will be open to the
public on Sunday, March 25, from
1:30 pm. The award ceremony is
scheduled from 3 to 4 pm Sunday.
Keynote speaker at the
ceremony will be Dr. Ira E.
Vurlong, professor of earth
llsciences and geography at
Bridgewater State College. His
address will be: "The Present is
theKev to the Past".
Trophies, donated by the
L.G.Balfour Co., will be presented
for first prize. Second prize and
honorable mention awards will be
made. The Women's Auxiliary to
the Massachusetts Veterinary
Association will presen~ a special
Hward--the Massachusetts
Veterinary Plaque.
The Science Fair committee is
headed by Richard Holbert,
chemistry teacher at Stoughton
HighSchooL
Committee members are Dr.
Frank J. Hilferty, directory of the
Division of Natural Sciences; Clnp.
Mathematics;· Dean of .Administration Joseph B. CQivvstrlli,
Fl. Tivhstf G. Calusdian, Dr.
Wilmon B. Chipman, Dr. RobertD.
MacCurdy, Dr. Lawrence B.Mish,
Dr. William J. Wall, and Dr.
George A. Weygand, all of
Bridgewater State College, and:
Mrs. Stephen Cote, scituate
High School, Samuel Gregory,
Stoughton High School; William
Hardin, Oliver Ames High School,
North Easton; Richard Hart,
Stoughton High School; Miss
Elizabeth Lawrence, Miles
Standish Elementary School
Carl MacPherson,
Quincy;
Brockton High School, Sister
Ca therine McGarry, Ca thedral
High School, Boston; Stephen
McGrail, Scituate High School,
. R'obert Ouellett, Massasoit
Community College; Chester
Peirce, Stoughton Iligh School;
Miss Wilma Schields, North
Quincy High School, John Young,
East Bridgewater High School;
Mrs. John Young, North Quincy
High School, Richard Burton,
Brockton High School; Brother
Kevin O'Brien, Dominic Savio
High School, Boston, and Ms.
Madonna Wells, Stoughton High
SchooL ,

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
and special guests

.

STEELEYE SPAN
,

Sunday Aprili, 1973
SMU Gymnasium

8:00 p.m.

Admission $4.50

No. Dartmouth Campus
TICKETS AVAILABLE·AT:

Sawyer's Campus Shop----Fall River
Midland Records--------No, Dartmouth Mall
Harmony Hut-----·-----Falmouth Mall

Student Union Office-Faunce House-Brown Univ.
SMU Student Activities Office
or call SMU at: 617 997·9321 ext. 683

\
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A Poem

The Fable of the law

a poem by philip hackett

by Mike Vieira
, Long. long ago, in a village far
Hway there was a law on the books
which no one liked, no one thought
necessary, but no one wanted to do
a thing about. The law stated that
every resident had to hop on one
leg for the distance determined by
the role of a quarter. The
reasons given were that hopping
on one leg would develope
coordination, strengthen the leg
and provide a worthwhile hobhy
for later life. No one took much
interest in the rule but everyone
follo~ed it because the law
stipulated that no one could ever
leave the village if they didn't
put in three years of total time
on one leg.
One honorable citizen said,
"What good is it to hop on one leg?
We only do it for three years and
later never do it again. Besides, if
you know someone, or have
someone just say they know you',
you don't have to hop. Therefore,
it is not a law."
So .the citizen and a group of
active supporters "brought the
motion to the Association of Senile
Senators, the law breaking
organization of the village. Some
citizens came to watch at a special
meeting of the A.S.S. and left
disgusted. Some of the illustrious
members of the Association didn't
even attend, others just didn't say
anything. Afew members said that
the law was good because of the
reasons which were sta ted in the
law. The people opposed to the law
said that it was I no law because
anyone could g~t out of it if they

wanted to. People had to got out of
work and lose money just to hop on
one leg, which may be beneficial
but is not really necessary as the
time could be better spent
elsewhere.
Some of those wh ran the leg
hopping area said they were
working on plan making it optional to. hop and that they would
pay you for It. When asked how
long they hadbeen working on it,
they responded, "Only ten or
twenty years." They argued that
the law should not be stopped
because it would hurt the long
range leg hopping program.
And so it was, in the ·little
village, that the residents still
hopped on their legs, although they
.Tony Montanaro
didn't have to. The law was not a
law because it was easily bypassed. But the problem was, that
the law could not be changed. The /
constitution of the village said that
three-fourths of all members of
A.S.S. must' vote· in approval,· by
some not attending and another
On Wednesday, April 11th, the able to perceive. His performance
abstaining the law was not
repealed.
No one wanted the famed mime and pantomime artist including an assisting artist is
hopping law, but the constitution Tony Montanaro will perform at made up of sketches, studies and
in the Student Union illusions that are humorously and
said three-fourths of the whole 8: 15
bea utifully expressed.
group were needed, even if the Auditorium.
Mr. Montanaro is an artist
The B. S. C. Drama Club is
whold group wasn't present.
highly
trained in modern dance,
The honorable citizen was duly proud to sponsor this evening of
crama, and mime.
classical
exciting
entertainment
by
one
of
punished for violation of the law
and was sentenced to an additional the foremost artists of mime in the Having studied with the great
year of standing on his head. This world. Mr. Montanaro will per- Marcel Marceau, Tony Montanaro
wasn't a bad punishment because form his program "A Mime's Eye excels in his field. He had carried
developed
coordination, View". an exciting and hilarious out entensive tours of the United
it
strengthened his head and trip through the world of genuine States and Canada. It is with great
pleasure that the Drama Club
provided a good hobby for later in pantomime.
presents
this evening of fine
Pantomime is a performing art
life.
theatre
to
the Bridgewater comthat creates a vivid book at man
munity:
Apri111th,
at 8:15 pm in
and his word; it is stage movement
representing all sharp iIl1'ights aQd the Student Union Auditorium.
observations of man that a gifted Ti~ke~ are'$l,OO fo~ students and
performer like Mr. Montanaro is $2.00 for non-students.

a

FaDled MiDle
PerforDls at BSC

Man does not live

by llleat alone
by Frank Botta
I had a dream last night that I was geometrically, I can not help but
ordering hamburgers at Mc- wonder where it will stop.
People around the country are
Donalds. I remember well that
Iordered two Jumbo Macs and two trying anything to have the meat
regular hamburgers. I awoke prices level off to a point where a
screaming, "Twenty-four/ fifty? family of five can buy a week's
You're not serious!"
worth ,of meat for less than a ..
The rising cost of meat, as month's salary. One Mid-Western
~veryon.e knows, is p~enomenal.
diner mailed one hundred and
Its gettmg so now that it costs' eighty peanut butter sandwiches to
tWice as much for a weeks worth of President Nixon. Rumor has it that
meat than it did ~lyear ago. I am Mr. Nixon called Spiro in to
not going to rambfe on aboyt the sample each of the sandwiches to
"good old days" when hamburger make sure that they were edible.
was $SIXTY,NINE CENTS A of Mr. Nixon and the Republican
POUND OR ROAST BEEF WAS A Party, they were not poisonous.
Housewives around the country
DOLLAR EIGHTEEN CENTS
BUT, AS I watch the prices gro~ have been seen nightly on the news
programs asking for all people to
band together and refuse to purFlowers lOr
chase mea t a t the present
occasions
outrageous· prices. I honestly feel
that with whole-hearted support
delivered
this effort will prove successful. It
allover
does not appear that the prices will
drop if people buy twice as much
the
meat the week before the boycott.
What do Iwant, you ask! I want
all people including the Cafe and
entire student body to boycott all
meat until the prices full to
reasonable levels. It is said that
"mHn does not live by meat
alone!" II say that man should
t:entraf Square "leave meat alone." Iask that all
Bridgewater
readers tighten their belts a notch
or
two, refuse to buy the meat at its
697-6937
current price and enjoy the fine
delicacy of peanut butter and jam.

all

world.
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Synesthesia
•
I·S

a

Concept
Sophistica ted awareness of
people today makes new forms of
artistic expression possible.
Technology has provided new tools
a'nd media. Now sensory gaps
may be bridged by concepts which
were once meaingless.
The ·messages are timeless,
meaningful statements in art. But
the language grouws with culture
and the emphasis shifts with time:
Language like poetry, dance,
music, form in color; emphases
like sensory consciousness, environmental awareness, parallel
symbolism, aesthetic joy.
SYNESTHESIA IS MULTIMEDIA
ART
In each medium a complete
artistic statement may be expressed on unique levels.
Photographic art, music and
poetry are merged in Synesthesia
forming a more complete
statement" a more total experience. For example, music has
a tacit visual content: Serene
ecstatic, melancholy, naturalistic:
abstract, depending upon what the
composer is saying. Poetry may
infer sounds and images which, if
carefully interpreted, augmennhe
feeling of the words without literal
redundancy.
Or the manifold
symbolism of a sequence of
images may be molded into a
coherent theme using a particular

verbal or musical modality.
SYNESTHESIA· IS UNIQUE
Sompromises in quality and
content are not made to achieve
"effects". Uaing the highest artistic and technical standards,
congruency and coherence are
maintained throughout.
Beauty and clarity are unexcelled in remarkable color
photography form all· parts of
America, Canada and Mexico.
The original work is an inspiration
to patrons and artists in any field
of visual espression.
A brief
narrative guide to the program is
given by its composers to enhance
appreciation of its intricacies and
subtleties, Each presentation is
unique because it is in part
produced as it is experienced.
Synesthesia will be at the
Student Union Auditorium on
Friday, March 30, 1973 at 8:00 pm.

and
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chased foxes
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watched cheap times
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One Man
Art Sho~""
Peter Strickman of Fall River
has a one-man. show currently on
exhibit at the Clement C;Maxwell
Library, Bridgewater State .
College.
.
Although .his chief medluri!"
oils, Strickman has chosen water.
colors and pen and ink drawings
for the exhibit, which includes
many views of the Fall River area,
as well as non-representational
work.
The 26-year-old artist is . a .
summa cum laude graduate of.
Marlboro College, Vermont, where
he had several shows. He ha~ also'
exhibited in Grafton, Vermont,
Vellesley and Providence.
His other interests include
science and music.
He plays
guitar, saxophone and flute and
has made a hobby of vollecting and
making flutes.
The Bridgewater show will
continue through March. After;
that time Strickman will have
paintings on exhibition at the
Greening Spring Shop, Purchase
Street, Fall River. He is also
scheduled for a one-man show at
the Fall River Art Associa tion next
January ..

is·

·W.R.B.C. Elections
Women's Residence Hall
Council elections are on Tuesday,
April 3. If you want to rUn put·· the
name of the office you want to run
for on a piece of paper and obtain
25 signa tures from any woman
resident. This has to b~ given to a
dorm officer by April 1st.

SPECIAL

sI'UDENT RA'I'ES
wI'I'H ID'S

OPEN 10 a.m. - II p.m.

• InId she'

lei., 691 6731
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Language- A.Livin.g
Link

Sharon Sullivan
Doesn't it seem ironic that in
our days of turmoil and distress,
war lingering on, and lives being
wasted, that many of us choose to
disregard one thing that could aid
us in achieving a lasting peace?
Our language, andth~ understanding of others' languages
could serve that purpose. It has
often been suggested that instead
of sending our men to Viet Nam,
that our leaders put on boxing
gloves and fight it out between
themselves. But why do we need
boxing gloves, or wars, or men to
die'? We have neglected the one
thing that in our day is important-the knowledge and understanding
of each other. I often wonder why
people find it so impossible to
communicate with foreign people,
accept each other, and learn a
language outside of our own. One
['eason could be that many
Americans feel that they are
superior, and English should be
lhe one and only tongue.
With all the discussion on
campuses aroungd the country,
(including our own 1 in regard to
dropping
the
language
requirements, the reason given for
this is ususally because a foreign
language is irrelevant to one's
stUdy. But somehow when I see our
POW's returning home, and I think
of the hostility and the nember of

men that our country has lost-oJ
don't see, it that way. I only see
tha t something was lacking--an
understanding-- which led to the
formation of a gap and a great loss
for our side. The most important
thing in life is our understanding
between peoples and countries,
and if we never try to bridge this
gap peace may never come our
way.
This year when I took y courses
I picked up a language course.
Through this Twas able to obtain a
foreign pen pal in East Berlin, and
a background of a country besides
my own. Even though only a few
letters have been ex changed up
until now, this experience has
helped to enrich my life and
'education. Today there is so much
stress on individuality, peace of
mind, and loving one another. Is
not the knowledge of another's
language a way to achieve all
three??
If any studeny on campus would
like the same opportunity as Ihave
had and would wnjoy sharing their
heritage with others, please
inquire anytime in the Humanities
Building-- Language Office. It
only takes a few minutes of your
time, and may give you--if nothing
else--peace of mind. We all need
understanding and it's so easy to
find. Language is a living link

Summer J ohs in Austria!
Any student wishing, a summer
job in the country of Austria should
apply now. Paying student jobs are
available on a first cone, first
served basis to any student aged 17
through 27. The majority of jobs
are in hotels, mountain and
lakeside resorts, and restaurants.
Standard wages are paid--plus free
room and board. This means tha t
only a few weeks on the job easily
earns back the cost of the school
scharter flight or youth fare air
ticket.
Most jobs do not require
knowledge of a foreign language,
and experience counts less than
willingness to work, ability to
adapt to foreign life, and the
maintenance of an open mind.
Opportunities for this practical
inexpensive way to spend time in
europe are given out as fast as
student apply and the workding

papers are processed. Jobs are
matched as closely as possible to
each student's choice. This work is
done by the SOS-Student Overseas
Services, a Luxembourg studentrun organization specializing in
helping American students in
Europe for the past 15 years. SOS
also provides a brief orientation in
Europe to insure each student
worker a good start on the hob in
Europe.
Studentes interested in obtaining a summer job in Austria
may obtain application forms, job
listings and descriptions, and the
SOS handbook on earning a trip to
Europe by sending their name,
address, educational institution,
and $1 (for printing, postage,
addressing and handling) to':
Summer Placement, SOS, 22 Ave,
de la Liberte, Luxembourg,
Eur~pe.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off aeason
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
Thc'basis of the diet is chemical food
Ilction and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U,S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is de·
signed that way! It's a diet thl1t is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted t.o use it! Right? So, give
yourself the sume break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. - to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 231,
Dept.

s'r,

I 20

pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski 'ream Diet will do!

Humor,

Governmental

Wit and Satire
Featured

Internship

for Students

The Verse (Speaking) Choir of- Harold Taylor, East Bridgewater;
Bridgewater State College will Ethel Winokoor, Fall River; Larry
, present its spring program--HBits Paquette, East Freetown; Karen
, of Wit"--Tuesday, April 3, at 10 am Staples, West· Bridgewater;
Population Institute announces in the Maxwell Library Lecture Matthew Miner, Fiskdale; Jo Anne
availability
of
school-year Hall. The public is invited. ,
Gallant, Milton; Wayne D. Silva,
Governmental internships for
Mark Twain, Ogden Nash, South Weymouth; Mary Od.in,
,students.
James Thurber and Dorothy Winch~ster; David T. Hanc,
The Population Institute, a non- Parker are just some of the Webster; Paula Brophy, Peabody;
profit organization in Washington, humorists whose work will be Vanessa J. Shaker, Fall River;
D.C., is planning to sponsor a included in the 45-minute program Linda Cohen, Brookline; Peter
number of students who wish to devoted to humor, wit and satire.
Strisik, Rockport; Valerie Tsetas,
works at their colleges as interns It will be the group's 16th bi-annual Brockton.
with s ta te legisla tors, to in- production.
Instrumental music has been
vestigate population-related issues
The choir, an extra-curricular created for the choir's perin state government during the fall activity of the Speech and Theater formance'by Vincent H. Gannon of
of 1973.
Department, is directed by Dr. Brarit Rock, associate p,rofessor of
Graduate and undergraduate Karin V. L. DuBin of Pleasant music at BtidgewaterState
students work with legislators and Street, Bridgewater, professor and College. It will be played by some
other governmental officals from speech and theater.
of his students.
the state in which they are in shStudents who will perform are:
cool. By making arrangements
with a professor at their university, the students normally receive
academic credit (equivalent to one
course or moreHor their projects.
The Population Institute will
award auccessful f'andidates a
$300 stipend as well as a limited
budget to cover the costs of travel
and research. Students interested
in applying should contact the
Population Institute soon. ApCoach Knudson has released the tallied 270 points over the season
plication procedures are not
complicated but need to be com- Bridgewater State College final for an average of 11.7 per game.
basketball statistics and on top of McSharry led the team in field
pleted by April 30th.
the
scoring sheet is the familiar goal percentage, hitting 106 out of
Each intern is encouraged to
213 for a .498 average and sank 58
focus. on a particular aspect of name of Joe Wise.
The 6'1" senior guard and out of 75 free-throw attempts for a
state population policy and to
investigate in depth the way in captain of BSC leads the scoring fine percentage oL773. Freshman
which the state government has parade for the third consecutive forward John Grazewski hit. the
handled that issue. Topics of year. Joe; from Roxbury, Mass., high free-throw percentage <as he
research include such issues as' scored 443 points this season for an scored at an .848 clip from the
land-use planning, population and average of 19.3 per game. Nhe charity stripe.
Rich Brennan, the 6'1" junior
sex educat~on, tax Jaws, abortion, connected on 65 our of 94 chances
family planning, contraceptive from .the fr~e-throw line and was forward, and three-year starter,
advertising, population com~ second in the rebound column, as a waS the Bear's leading rebounder
missions, health insurance guard, with 166 rebounds. Out of this season when he hauled in 214,
coverage for contraceptive care, the 24 games played Wise was the' or close to 9 a game. Brennan also
contraceptive care for minors, and Bear's leading scorer in 16 and tied led the team in assists as he
equal rights legislation. These are for scoring honors in another. Joe compiled 9,6 for the year, and
all issues which are decided completes his college carjer with Ii wash the third leading BSC scorer,
primarily at the state level. The three-year total of 1451 points, an as he netted' 252 points for an
average of 23.4 per game, and average of 10.5 per game:
Population Institute stresses that
leaves
as the school's all-time
Bridgewater ended the season
the nature of the program is quite
a 12-12 record, the best 'aBSC
highest
scorer.
,
with
flexible. Applicats may propose a
John,
Mcteam
has posted since 1961-62 when
Sophomore
guard,
project on any related subject that
Sharry of Abington, Mass., took the Bear's had a 19-6 record.
is of special interest to them.
the runner-up scoring honors aR he

BSC

Releases
Hoop Stats

Announce11lents
BLOODMOBILE

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
be a t the College Ballroom
Tuesday, April 3rd from 9:30 to
:l:15 PM.

... ............
t
~

HAMLEN'S

You may not be dying to give
Blood, but some day you might be
dying to it! lIt only takes one hour
of your time to donate a pint of
precious Blood. It is very important donors jave a normal
breakfast, light of fatty foods .
JOIN THE LIFE LINE!!
NOMINATION PAPERS FOR:
SGA PRESIDEN1'

1st VICE PRESIDENT
t
'

ASSISTANT TREASURER
FOUR SENA1URS AT LARGE
WILL HE AVAILABEL AT THE
BU INFORMATION BOOTH
FROM APRIL 2 - 6. DEADLINE
APRIL 6th. 4:00 pm

8 Broad St.
I

8n-~'
~"ewater
TEL. 697-7157'

1

.....

2nd VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

Fish & Otips

Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.

Don't order unless you expect to lose

Announcing

Ties April 3 - 7 :30 Demonstration
PETER SELLERS
roomFES'l'IVAL presents THE BOBO
starring Peter Sellers,
FREE!!

SENIORS

last chance to pick up caps and
gowns Tuesday and Wednesday
April 3rd and 4th 10:00 - 2:30
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR
ACTIVl'I'Y FANS!

General admission $1
with college 1. D. 75¢
Greased 50¢ .
A LUNCH WILL ALSO
SERVED

BE

ALL

Looking for a good way to spend
a Sat. nite? Well then come to the
April Fool's Greaser on Sat. April 7
at 7:30 pm in the SU (place will be
announces next week).

STAFF MEETING WED. 4 PM SU
DEM ROOM

ALL
INTERESTED
IN
WORKING ON 1974 YEARBOOK

,-------......
-----'!I'--------.....
Cormier
1ewelry
.•

I

J
I

I

AU K.lNOSOt JEWEUl"l !
11 CeDtr,alSquare'Bridpwater "
i

6Y7-IJU9.

'.. ,

"," J I

:
:

~---.--.-----~---- ___ ~ __ I
LOU'S VARIETY
·13. Broad St. Bridgewater

Cigarettes-any brand- 83.99 a calion.
Open 7 days

t, '.
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J. V. Finish 5 - 3 Season
i

The Junior Varsity squad
finished the season with a 5-3
record.
The wins were over
Southern Conneticut State College,
Univeristy of Conneticut, Boston
State College, Central' Conneticut
state College and Stonehill
College. The three losses were to
Springfield College, Northeastern
University' and University of
Massachusetts. 'Injuries to the
team played a prominent role in
the"three losses.'
.
Kathy 'Manning led the scoring
with a. lo!tal of 63' points for the

season despite being out of the last
three games with a back injury.
Ka tie Tyndall, a guard, scored 55
points, Cindy Bancroft 51 points
and Barbara Stevens scored 44
points despite being out for three
games with a broken finger.
Jackie Dunphy scored 30 points for
the squad before being moved up
to the varsity squad.
; 'The Bridgewater State CoHege
Junior Varsity Team. had a
season's point total of 379 with the
oppone?ts s,coring 283 points.

McKeon

Pascuicco

Bill Norman

Bears Elect Captains

The BSC hockey team has
elected it's cap
tains. for next season. Bili Norman, a junior from Brockton was
elected captain . , Rick Foley, a
jUI)ior from ,Canton .and Jim
McKeion, a sophomore from
Natick, were named assistant
captains.
The evening marked ..the end of 4
long years for Mike "Dizzy"
Bartlett and Jim "Smacka"

Scorer Trophy". Jim has led the
Bears in scoring for now his second
consecutive year.
'
Pete Pascuicco was awarded
the "Coach's Trophy" on a basis 6f
being the most improved player on
the team.
Congratulations both Jim and
Pete.

McCarthy who will both 'be
graduating this May. Coach Frank
Roberts announced his resignation
after coaching the Bears for three
years in ECAC competition.
Quoting Coach Roberts, "You're
one helluva club with your nucleus
and I wish you all the luck in the
world." At last night's hockey meeting
. some special awards were given
Jim
out by Coach Roberts.
McKeon was the recipient of "High

A Hockey Dream
and Truth

...

( the end of another season)

.i/

"~

--

...•.

Varsity Chalks Up 8 Wins
The Varsity squad finished the University of New Hampshire.
season with an 8-2 record. The Bridgewater won that ha~e by a
win~ were over ~heaton College,
score of 63-44. By reason of that
University of Conneticut, Boston victory, Bridgewater was pitted
State, Northeastern University, against Queens College. of. the
Worcester St ate l University of Bronx; N.Y., last year's runner up
Massachusetts, Keene State and inthe tournament. Bridgewater
Central Conneticut State College.
went out to win. The score at the
The two losses came at the hands end of the 1st quarter was
of Springfield College. and Bridgewater 'i ; Queens 20; the
Southern Conneticut State College. score at the half was Bridgewater
The three graduating seniors, 27, Queens 30; the score at the 3rd
Cecile DeMarco, Maureen Lyons quarter was Bridgewater 40,
and captain JoAnn OICallaghan all Queens 47; the final score was
played an important role in the Bridgewater 54, Queens 61. The
winning season. Cecile led all Bridgewater team went down to
scorers with a season's total of 136 defeat and thus was eliminated
points, Sissy O'Callaghan scored from the tournament. However,
47 points from her guard position they played extremely well
but was invaluable controlling the against a very good team which
boards on both offense and eventually took 2nd place in the
defense.
Moe Lyons was the tournament.
At this time the basketball
team's inspirational leader while
scoring 13 points. The total points squad, managers and coach would
scored by Bridgewater was 616 like to express their appreciation
while the opponents scoredd a total to thhe many fans for their loyal
support throughout the season.
of 417 points.
For the third consecutive year . Wherever' the teams went, supthe
Bridgewater
Varsity porters were always ther to cheer
Basketball Team was invited to the players on. In many cases
the North East Regional there were more spectators from
Basketball Tournament. This Bridgewater than from the home
year it was held at Northeastern school. A team with this support
University on March 8-10. The first cannot help but have a winning
team Bridgewater facp.d was the season.

Air Force Specialties

Available Bedford, Mass.

• I'·

Lieutenant Colonel John D.P. Av'ionics Navigation System
Fuller Jr., Commander of. Air Specialist, and Avionics Inertial
Force Recruiting for Com~ and Radar 'Systems Specialist.
monwealth of Massachusetts
Lieutenant Colonel Fuller
announced today that immediate further stated that young men and
openings are available for women between the ages of 17 and
qualified men and women in the 27 years of age desiring to inquire
United States Air Force.
about the opportunitues available
Lieutenant Colonel Fuller to them as a specialist on the
utated that job opportunities are Aeorspace Team are urged to
available in ~\lch areas as Defense contact their local Air Force
Fire Control System Mechanic, Representative immediately. His
Precision Measuring Control telephone number is listed under
Sqstem Secialist, Intergrated U.S. Government in the telephOne
Avionics Syst4ms Specialist, directory.

was Mass Maritime sup rising the
hell out of the lackluster Bears.
They were crushed. It was only
the first of three loses in a row.
The Bears went to Framinham and
a comeback just fell short. Next
they travelled to New Haven
where they were nipped.
The Bears were off to a poor
start,but their first victory came
as they crushed Assumption. Then
they travelled to Fitchburg over
Christmas and picked up. their
second win. Norht Adams came
here and they were defeated by the
Bears, bringing their record to:;
and 3.
Oh, brother, leading New
England by 5 goals, the Bears
collapsed and lost that one up in N.
H. Playing,in M. I. T.'.~l?qtside
rink, the Bears knocked off M. I. T.
Tn the next one, Babson was just
too muck and B. S. C." rlost it.
Nichols found themselves short
changed by the Bears wh~' at this
'.
point had a 5 and 5 record!
Who can forget that night
against Salem when the Bears
almost pulled off a great upset!
The Bears go revenge against New
Haven and were playing great
joying its rest.
I sat in one of the penalty boxes hockey. Poor V.·of Maine, B. S. C.
and suddenly the 72-73 season scored 19 goals against them.
appeared in all its flavor. There Framinham handed the Bears

Walking back up to the hill, I
decided to stop into Bridgewater
State Arena. Finding one of the
side doors open, I ~ntered the
building which had an air of
silence so profound it felt like I was
in a church. Things were different
just weeks before. The Arena was
brightly lit and 3,000 wild fans
packed the bleachers to bach their
team up.
The ice was melted now
revealing just sand and pipes
surrounded by white wooden
boards marred by their contact
with pucks and hockey sticks.
Looking into the locker room, the
emptiness stilI echoes with the
voices of the club. "C'mon get your
asses moving," "Forecheck " , or
"Cover your wing".
The
scoreboard was blank with information contrasting its previous
purpose of reporting score and
time. The bleachers seemed like
. church pews. Weeks before they
roared theri approval and support
b_ut_ now just stoo sent.
il
The
Zamboni was put away for the
summer. It had served its purpose. Now it seemed to be en-

another loss, a real tough. one.
Norht Adams took a win in their
second contest with the Bears, and
the season stood at 7 wins and 8
losses.
B." S. Ccp.layed host to Lehigh
University and played them out of
the rink. Ufh, I'd like to forget that
game against New England; The
Bears hadn't a chance. Nex:t,they
travelled to Nichols and .. agaip .
defeated them.
The follOwing .
week, they went out to· W.orcestot
.and were clobbered by WOPcestOr.
State. Now therec9rd.was;>:9s~OJ'
with the 'last game ·of the yea(,
against Maritime who they lostt(}
in the opener. .
." .
" They clobbered Mass Maritime
and finished off their season at 10·
aI)d 10, a 500 season.
Well, I had to get going. I took
one lastlook at the arena. Looking
at the team bench, the 'doors
caught my attention. One door
was shut tight but the other was
slightly ajar seemingly· belwIllln~~~:~>
the call of next season. Once,
outside, a strang~ thing na]pPEme~ll;
T turned around and much to my
surprise,
there
was
no
Bridgewater State Arena but the'
memories of the 1972-73 season still
lingered in my mind.

Mr. Hustle and Mr. Muscle
The
combination
of
Bridgewater State basketball
team's "Mr. Hustle" and "Mr.
Muscle" will be sharing the
captainship of the 197.3-1974 BSC
hoop team. "Mr. Hustle", 6'1"
junior forward Richie Brennan of
North Grafton, Mass and "Mr.
Muscle", Mike Tikonoff a 6'211
forward and product of Canbridge
Mass were elected by their
teammates to serve as next
season's co-captains.
Head
Basketball Coach Tom !Knudson
made the announcement at the
team'~ annual post-season banquet
held prior to vacation.
At the banquet Coach Knudson
discussed several of the improvments that he felt the team
had made this season. Besides the
obvious imporvement in season's
record, which was 12-12 and the
best since 1962, Coach Knudson feIt
the togetherness of the team was

certainly a most desirable strong
point. H'e stressed the fact that the
1972-73 had a great team unity
which he felt was instrumental in
the the imporved season's record.
He also pointed to thefact that the
election of co-captains illustrates
team togetherness.
The Most Valuable Player
Award was also given out and to no'
one's surprise Joe Wise received
the award along with Curtis
Punchy Caldwell. Of course the
success story that Joe Wise has
written here just about everyone is
fanilar with. Joe, who has been
honored with the MVP Prophy for
thre~ consecutive seasons, has
rewntt~n the record books a.nd
holds Just about every major
scoring record in the school's
history. In giving the award Coach
Knudson pointed out that often
times the things tha t Curtis
Caldwell did go relatively un~

noticed and unpublic;ized but they
were a definite asset to the team.
The head coach also noted that the'
selection to two players to receive
the award was indicative of;team
unity.
The Coach's Trophy for Most
Improved Player went to . SopA:'
more sensation John McSharry.
The six foot· guard from Abint6n
Massachusetts played a vital role
in the Bears season and was a
stand-out
performer
from
Bridgewater.
Coach Knudson
indicated it was ~difficult to select
improved player but that John
McSharry had best qualified for
that award. McSharry, according
to coaches around the league, has
the potential to be one of the best
players in the state college system.
-

